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Case Study of the 2010 L’Oreal Elvive Advertising Campaign by analysis of its 

properties using cultural and semiotic analysis theory.  

 

 Figures one to five in the appendix show the print adverts and storyboards of the television 

adverts used by L’Oreal in their (2009/)2010 Elvive campaign starring Cheryl Cole.  This case study 

will use cultural and semiotic based theories to examine the properties of the campaign.  

 

 ‘Publicity is the life of this culture – in so far as without publicity capitalism could not survive’ 

(Ways of Seeing, 1973), it is highly likely that Berger is right; capitalism probably could not survive 

without publicity – advertising – as advertising makes consumers aware of products, advertising 

penetrates a product into the lives of the consumer. Advertising now makes consumers not only 

want a product, but need it, because for products to succeed advertising ‘had to increase sales 

enormously by creating new needs’ (Words in Ads 1994).  

 

L’Oreal creates a need for Elvive by Cheryl saying in the television advert that there are ‘five 

*hair+ problems, one solution’ (L’Oreal Elvive television advert 2009) suggesting that Elvive is the one 

solution, the only solution and it is the only product that will solve your hair problems. This goes 

against Hebdige’s third negation of a postmodern society. Hebdige suggested that in a postmodern 

society there is no utopia; no perfect life/world. But the L’Oreal Elvive suggests that there are five 

problems and one solution – L’Oreal Elvive. Thus offering the consumer the perfect life and 

suggesting that we are no in fact completely in a post modern society. Furthermore, ‘five problems, 

one solution’  (L’Oreal Elvive television advert 2009) links to Freud’s theory on the brain that the 

second part of the brain is the subconscious that is responsible for controlling fears, desires and 

anxieties; which the Elvive advert is addressing by creating a fear that your hair is not perfect, it has 

one or more of the five problems and to be beautiful you need Elvive to cure the problems. Bernays 

furthers Freud’s theory in that we as humans are ‘constantly moving happiness machines’ (Public 

Relations 2004); we need products to make us happy and once we have one item we need the next 

and the next, we keep buying each product because we think it will satisfy our needs, but in reality 

those needs are just created by advertising in the first place. The Elvive adverts tell consumers that it 

will make you hair perfect, make you beautiful and make you happy; which therefore, since Bernays 

suggests we crave happiness, the consumer will buy Elvive believing it will make them happy. But in 

reality it is just another product in a long line, thus helping capitalism to survive because advertising 

makes consumers want products, of which they purchase because they are constantly seeking 

happiness but in the process they are providing capitalism with the means to survive. An 
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subconscious desire to purchase products reflects a postmodern society because ‘few people would 

admit to, or are even aware of, using their own emotional states as a means of making a judgement 

*instead+...most people believe their judgements are...the result of a thoughtful, rational process’ 

(Branscombe and Cohena, 1991), so by the L’Oreal Elvive advert turning a ‘want’ into a ‘need’, the 

consumer can attempt justify their emotional purchase by suggesting they needed the product. This 

once again allows the functioning of capitalism; consumers purchasing products because they think 

they need them, but in reality it is just a need that has been altered from a want by the power of an 

advertisement.   

 

There is a preferred meaning to the L’Oreal Elvive advert, it is hoped that consumers will see 

the advert and think that they will have hair like Cheryl’s if they use Elvive. This is the meaning that a 

capitalist society would hope consumers choose. The dominant response from the target audience 

would be to accept the preferred meaning; again, helping capitalism. A negotiated view a consumer 

might take is that they think Elvive will improve their hair’s condition but that it will not be as perfect 

as they might hope. An oppositional view a consumer may take of the L’Oreal Elvive advert would be 

to reject the preferred meaning completely. The oppositional view could reject that the shampoo 

will improve their hair, suggest that Elvive is the same as any other shampoo and that Cheryl does 

not even use Elvive because her hair is styled with hair extensions. However, L’Oreal Elvive want the 

target audience to accept the preferred meaning and take a dominant response to the advert, so 

they create needs out of wants in order for consumer to be subject to their emotions because they 

want to fit in with their discourse.  

  

 In a capitalist society, there is a ‘need to get consumers to commodities’, advertisers must 

attract their audiences1. Adverts do this by targeting consumer groups, in particular discourses. In 

order for an advert to appeal to a discourse it has to ensure the semiotics of the product and the star 

of the advert are correct. In light of the theory of De Saussure2, there are two signs in the L’Oreal 

Elvive adverts; the first is the shampoo bottle and the second is Cheryl Cole. The denotations of the 

shampoo bottle are; white, red, tall and thin bottle. The connotations of the bottle are; clean, caring, 

replenishing, Cheryl Cole, beauty, happiness and making you feel “worth it”. The denotations of 

Cheryl Cole are; face of L’Oreal, Geordie, X Factor judge and member of Girls Aloud. Cheryl’s 

connotations are; style, beauty and idol. ‘Images, ideas or feelings, then, become attached to certain 

products, by being transferred from signs out of other systems *things or people...+ to the products’ 

                                                           
1
  'deliver audiences to adver-tisers’; Understains by Kathy Myers, 1986 

2
 De Saussure semiology theory cited in Classics of Semiotics, 1987 
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(Williamson 1995); the connotations of Cheryl become attached to L’Oreal. This leads to the creation 

of a commodity sign3 in which a signifier - L’Oreal Elvive – connects itself to a signified image/idea - 

beauty icon (Cheryl); a commodity sign further helps to sell products to a discourse because every 

time a consumer sees the L’Oreal Elvive bottle on the shelf in a shop they will automatically 

associate it with being a beauty icon. This in turn, aids capitalism because the commodity signs help 

to sell what is basically an essential item by a ‘shift...from emphasising production and use of the 

commodity, to emphasising meanings associated with consumption’ (Myers 1994). The meaning that 

L’Oreal Elvive has consequently taken on is the meaning that the discourse buys into.  

 

A discourse is the ‘positions to which we are summoned’ (Foucault) and is a way of acting, 

thinking and being, in the case of L’Oreal Elvive it is the female/woman discourse. The L’Oreal Elvive 

advert in a way summons women to their discourse, as in the second television advert, the voice 

over says ‘Join the one million women today’ (L’Oreal Elvive television advert 2010); suggesting, if 

you have not already become a true woman, then do so now by buying L’Oreal Elvive. As a woman, 

at the point of interpellation4 you accept that you should be interested in beauty and fashion and 

should be interested in taking care of your appearance. When a woman buys a product to ensure 

she looks her best, in this case L’Oreal Elvive, she does so in order to belong to her discourse. So 

L’Oreal target the female discourse, as they know women buy L’Oreal Elvive as part of their 

conspicuous consumption (Veblen); buying products to belong to the discourse. Wanting to belong 

to a discourse is part of a postmodern society. Lyotard states that we are now in a postmodern 

society because ‘we have now lost the ability to believe in meta-narratives’, that ‘we have fallen 

back on are little narratives... We are employees, we are students’, “little narratives” can be 

discourses, everyone is part of a discourse which is a way of thinking/being much like a meta-

narrative was but on a smaller scale, so by the L’Oreal Elvive adverts targeting discourses it is 

supporting the idea that there is a belief in “little-narratives” rather than meta-narratives.  

 

The L’Oreal Elvive advert targets a discourse and portrays the idea that by buying it you can 

fit into your discourse of being a woman. A part of belonging to a discourse is the formation of an 

individual’s identity and adverts offer ‘the individual...resources to achieve ‘an ego-ideal’ which 

commands the respect of others and inspires self-love’ (Elliot and Wattanasuwan, 1998); this means 

that a woman can not only form her identity from what she sees in an advert but also gain 

gratification from others and most importantly herself from the creation of that identity. A woman 

                                                           
3
 ‘A commodity sign designates the joining together of a named material entity (a good, product or service) 

with a meaningful image as signified’; Marketing Fragrances by Robert Goldman  
4
 Interpellation; ‘a subjected being, who submits to a higher authority’; Althusser 
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would see the L’Oreal Elvive advert starring Cheryl Cole and idolise/aspire to her so a woman would 

conspicuously consume Elvive in a hope that other females in the discourse admire her for aspiring 

to Cheryl and in due course associate her with Cheryl, thus her identity is built around Cheryl. 

Another reason for conspicuous consumption is uses and gratifications, in particular the two-step 

flow theory (Lazarsfeld). A female may buy L’Oreal Elvive because her friend/peer who is the opinion 

leader of their social group has bought it and recommended it, so by purchasing it the female would 

consequently be socially integrated with her social group and ultimately with her discourse.  

 

On the other hand, if a female chooses not to buy a product Myers (1986) suggests this 

would be seen as an anti-social act, because the female is choosing to go against her peers, to be 

anti-social, to go against her discourse and therefore not fit in with society. This then leads to a 

woman buying a product through inconspicuous consumption (The Organization Man, 1956); 

pressured into purchasing it so as to not seem anti-social. Adverts give consumers the tools for the 

discourse; Cheryl in the L’Oreal television adverts tells women that Elvive will help them take care of 

their hair problems and the shampoo bottle communicates to women a message of beauty, care and 

happiness; which gives the woman meanings for use in her social identity and ‘self-identity must be 

validated through social interaction...the self is embedded in social practices’ (Jenkins 1996) the 

woman’s identity is embedded in how she acts within society, so by buying Elvive for the meanings 

the advert communicates she is trying to fit into her discourse – and society – by portraying herself 

as a typical woman who is takes care of her appearance and who is beautiful. Women attempting to 

form their identities by consuming products is significant of a postmodern society; a pick and mix 

society; because ‘identities are never unified and in late modern times, increasingly fragmented and 

fractured; never singular but multiply constructed across different, often intersecting and 

antagonistic discourses, practices and positions’ (Stuart Hall). So advertising takes advantage of 

these uncertain times by manipulating a discourse into forming their identities by the consuming of 

their products of which the consumer responds to for fear of having no identity or not being able to 

maintain an identity.5 This is when the point of reification occurs; ‘advertisements are selling us 

something else besides consumer goods:  in providing us with a structure in which we, and those 

goods, are interchangeable, they are selling us ourselves’ (Decoding Advertisements, 1978); the 

connotations of Cheryl have been transferred onto L’Oreal Elvive and the woman wants the 

connotations to transfer onto her, so she buys Elvive because if she has those meanings she has her 

social identity to fit into her discourse; and thus feels gratification; but in buying the product she is 

                                                           
5
 ‘The individual in postmodern society is threatened...powerlessness, uncertainty and a struggle against 

commodification....The individual endeavours to construct and maintain an identity that will remain stable 
through a rapidly changing environment.’; Elliott and Wattansuwan, 1998 
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buying who she wants to be and therefore buying herself; ‘I consumer therefore I am’ (René 

Descartes); so the L’Oreal Elvive advert is selling the woman herself.  

 

However, at the same time as this, the L’Oreal advert also must communicate to the woman 

that L’Oreal Elvive will also give her individuality and it does this by Cheryl telling the women 

watching the television adverts ‘don’t worry I think I’ve found it’; it being the solution to their hair 

problems; and that she has found ‘an answer to our hair prayers’ suggesting to them that she is the 

first person to come across this solution and they are the first to know. L’Oreal Elvive also try to 

make the women feel they are individual by Cheryl looking directly at the camera and addressing 

every woman individually by saying ‘come on girls, let’s say it; because we’re worth it’, it makes the 

women feel like Cheryl is talking to them, telling them that they are worth it and no-one else. This is 

Adorno’s theory of pseudo individuality6; the women are offered the idea that they are individual 

when in actual fact buying L’Oreal Elvive really allows us to be the same, to belong in groups and 

communicate to communicate to our discourse. Pseudo individuality in actual fact allows us to 

belong rather than to be individual; the L’Oreal Elvive advert gives the women a false sense of 

individuality and enables them to belong and in turn pseudo individuality is in fact the best enabler 

of the functioning of capitalism, as it lures the woman into a false sense if individuality whilst further 

placing her in her discourse and simultaneously encouraging other females in the discourse to 

conform in the same way.  

 

Conspicuous and inconspicuous consumption and pseudo individuality all lead to wants 

becoming needs and help L’Oreal target their discourse. The woman feels pressured into buying 

products to show to others that she is taking care of her appearance; whether it is because she 

thinks it is something she should buy as a female, or whether it is a product she feels she should buy 

so as to not appear anti-social, or whether she is buying it to feel individual; whichever reason the 

woman has for buying the product the effects are still the same; she still feels she needs the 

product, so L’Oreal re-enforces what it is to be a woman, how a woman should think, and how to be 

an individual woman in their adverts to target the female discourse and pressure them into buying 

L’Oreal Elvive. This demonstrates how ‘culture and commerce are now fully entwined’ (The 

Consumerist Manifesto, 1992) because the implications of how a discourse is targeted and why a 

discourse may buy L’Oreal Elvive demonstrate how advertising supports the operation of capitalism.  

 

                                                           
6
 ‘The consumer is unwilling to recognize that he is totally dependent, and he likes to preserve the illusion of 

private initiative and free choice. Thus standardization...produces the veil of pseudo-individualism.’; 

Manufactured Schema, 2006 
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‘Advertising is the most influential institution of socialisation in modern society: it 

structures mass media content; it seems to play a key role in the construction of gender 

identity; it impacts on the relation of children and parents...; it dominates...political 

campaigns...; it controls some of our most important cultural institutions such as sports and 

popular music; and it has in recent years become a favourite topic of everyday conversation’ 

-  The Codes of Advertising, 1997 

 

Advertising is a strong influence on culture today; it can aid the construction of gender identity, the 

construction of a woman’s idea of what it is to be female. Advertising is such a powerful force in 

society that it is important to be representative of society. Advertising can often fall guilty of 

‘symbolic annihilation’ (Tuchman, 1978) in which it chooses to not acknowledge minority groups, not 

show them and consequently deny they exist. L’Oreal fell guilty of this, as they chose to ignore other 

ethnic groups and in 2007 the company was exposed and subsequently convicted of institutional 

racism (The Guardian, 2007). L’Oreal now uses a range of ethnicity females in their adverts and for 

the Elvive campaign they do not use a celebrity of ethnic origin, but Cheryl Cole does have ethnic 

connections. Cheryl Cole was famously married to Ashley Cole who has a father of Afro-Bajan 

decent, so L’Oreal Elvive cannot be considered guilty of symbolic annihilation in their adverts since 

there is only one person in the advert and even she can be connected with ethnic minorities. Also, 

Cheryl was not chosen for the advert because of her race, it was because of her celebrity status; who 

she is; and what she symbolises. It is different when celebrities star in adverts, it is often not because 

of their race, it is because of who they are and the meanings that will transfer from them to the 

product rather than symbolic annihilation. There are also no disabled in the L’Oreal Elvive advert, 

but once again, there is only one person in the advert, so it is difficult to suggest whether or not 

L’Oreal are guilty of symbolic annihilation. It could be argued that L’Oreal Elvive is portraying an out-

dated hegemonic ideology of subordination and dominance of white over other ethnicities and able 

over disabled7, however it is unlikely for this to be true for the L’Oreal Elvive campaign as they 

simply chose one star of the advert and that was Cheryl for who she is not who she is not i.e. 

disabled or of a different ethnic background. Also, the rejection of hegemony is significant of a 

postmodern society.  

 

                                                           
7
 ‘Recurrent patterns establish and continually reinforce ideas about social relationships and intercultural 

exchanges...At the core of this discourse are lessons about dominance and hierarchy, subordination and 
inequality. In their own time and place, these messages about otherness embedded within contemporary 
advertising are no less important as a form of public instruction than were the biblical teachings ... in other 
ages’; O’Barr. 
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 Due to their powerful influence, adverts now are more representative of women in society. 

In the past, as Tuchman described in 1978; ‘the paucity of women...on television tells viewers that 

women don’t matter much’; and as Gunter described in 1995, that 75% of all adverts featuring 

women contained kitchen and bathroom products. Now adverts containing women still do advertise 

household products and products for looking after the family, because that is still part of being a 

woman, but those types of adverts have almost fallen second to adverts containing beauty products. 

With these changes have come changes in the representation of women in adverts. Some of 

Goffman’s analysis of the representation of women in adverts by their body language can be applied 

to the L’Oreal Elvive advert. In the print advert the image [see figure one] of Cheryl appears large at 

the centre of the print, making her the centre of the narrative. In the adverts Cheryl is 

snuggling/nuzzling as Goffman suggests women are; in the television adverts [see figures four to six] 

she is hugging a cushion and in the print adverts [see figures two and three] she is nuzzling her head 

into her arm. Both of these also link with the idea that women are shielded in adverts. Cheryl 

hugging the cushion could also link the idea that women in adverts are child-like in Goffman’s 

theory. Goffman also suggests that the women have high emotions in adverts, but this does not 

seem to be the case in either the print of television adverts. Nor does Cheryl put finger to finger or 

finger to mouth as Goffman proposes. Cheryl does not touch the product but she does touch her 

hair; not herself; but her hair, which supposedly has used the product so it could be argued that she 

indirectly touches the product. Goffman suggests that Cheryl will be mentally drifting, but this is not 

the case, as in every advert she is looking directly at the camera. Cheryl is also smiling, which reflects 

how adverts attempt to target the emotions of consumers; neuromarketing. The L’Oreal Elvive 

advert conveys Cheryl’s happiness through her smile and in turn through facial contagion the 

consumer’s face will smile too. Then meaning when they see L’Oreal Elvive in shops they will smile 

too and be reminded of the advert and its meanings and purchase L’Oreal Elvive because 

‘moods...influence judgements precisely because people are unaware of their influences’ 

(Branscombe and Cohenb, 1991). Goffman also advocates that the woman in the advert will be 

protected by or overlooked by a male which Cheryl is not. However, the voiceover is a male voice 

which could be argued the he is overlooking her.  

 

Cheryl portrays some of Goffman’s key body language, but not all, implying that the 

representation of women has changed in adverts. Allan Pease’s Body Language and Courtship for 

Women suggests thirteen typical body language examples of which Cheryl does four in the L’Oreal 

Elvive advert; hair flick, exposed wrists, glance over shoulder and rolling hips. This further shows 

how the representation of women in adverts has changed. The L’Oreal Elvive adverts reflect a 
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postmodern society because a reversion from meta-narratives such as the oppression of women by 

men is reflected in the advert as the only person in the advert is a female who is not being 

oppressed by a male. The only male influence is a voice-over which could be argued that women are 

not completely free from the power of men, but changes are taking place. Adverts for women now 

advertise not only household and child-rearing products, but also beauty products because of how 

women are now socialised. Women are the female discourse who are now encouraged, highly by 

advertising, to take care of their appearances as well as their previous female duties. This is to the 

benefit of capitalism who now not only earn from a females’ maternal duties but also from an 

increasing desire to be beautiful that is promoted by advertising.   

 

It is clear that advertising supports capitalism; because without adverts consumers would 

not buy products and in turn capitalism could not function if people did not buy products. ‘To 

avoid...the ultimate demise of capitalism through a depressed economy, manufacturers have to 

ensure that what is produced is also consumed. Advertising is the main weapon the manufacturers 

use...To this end advertising works to create false needs in people’ (Sut Jhally, 1987). It can however 

be suggested that we are in a stage of late capitalism. Our society is not completely postmodern and 

it truly can never be whilst capitalism exists because postmodernism rejects hegemony. It is possible 

that we are in a ‘cultural logic of late capitalism’ (Jameson, 1991) in which there is dissolution of 

modernism and its structures. This is supported by adverts such as the L’Oreal Elvive campaign 

where it targets discourses via emotion and provides them with identity in times of uncertainty for 

women due to their changing representations. Whether our society is capitalist, late capitalist or 

postmodernist, it is again clear that ‘culture and commerce are now fully entwined’ (The 

Consumerist Manifesto, 1992) in our society.  
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Appendix 

Figure One 

 

- L’Oreal Elvive Print Advert, from Creative Club 2010 
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Figure Two 

 

- L’Oreal Elvive second print advert, from Creative Club 2010  
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Figure Three 

 

- L’Oreal Elvive third print advert, from Creative Club 2010 

Figure Four 

 

- L’Oreal Elvive TV Advert, from Creative Club 2009 
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Figure Five 

 

- L’Oreal Elvive second TV Advert, from Creative Club 2010 

Figure six 

 

 

- L’Oreal Elvive third TV Advert, from Creative Club 2010  
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